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With the recent growth of investment in Hong Kong,
various financial institutions emerge as intermediaries
to facilitate the collection and investment of funds.
As these institutions mainly target at those
substantially heavy investing clients, there is
potential from the small investors whom we define to be
people with HK$100,000 or less available for
investment.
-In this paper, we try to analyze the market of
financial services for small investors and identify
which investment instrument is the best one for small
investors. The result of the study leads to the
conclusion that among the various instruments, unit
trust is the star product for small investors.
We then proceed to study the marketing
implications for the star product- unit trusts. Among
the various criteria that investors consider in
choosing an investment instrument, reputation of the
companies and performance are the most important ones.
Reputation is made up of the companies' background,
financial strength and past records whereas good
performance can be attained by a good staffing system
and performance monitor system. Product innovation can
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also give some sort of 'sparks' to the unit trust
business.
In order to attract more investors, the initial
charge should be removed and the spread between the bid
and offer prices should be minimised to cover only the
inevitable marginal operating and administrative costs.
The other costs are covered by increasing the annual
charges imposed on the fund pools or income earned by
the trusts.
Regulations concerning promotion of unit trusts
are fairly strict, but still there are many
opportunities for delivering messages to investors.
Newspapers, brochures, magazines, MTR/KCR poster boxes,
exhibition and seminars, direct mailing and telephone
enquiry service are all effective in getting awareness
of, delivering information to, and building up good
relationship with both existing and new customers.
Since door-to-door sale of unit trusts is not
permitted, cross selling of unit trusts at banks'
retail branches should be enhanced to enlarge the
distribution network. Salespersons' or counter staff's
sales techniques and communication skill should be
strengthened. Finally, the commission for dealers and
brokers should be competitive so that they would be
more willing to market the product.
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Investment in Hong Kong
In recent years, investment in Hong Kong has been
growing fast. (Investment means current commitment of
funds for a period of time to derive a future flow of
funds1) This can be attributed to several reasons.
Economically, Hong Kong is a free economy, has a low
tax rate and a free foreign exchange market, and there
is no legal restriction on foreign investors to remit
earnings back to their own countries. All these create
a favorable investment climate for both local and
foreign investors.
Politically, after the Joint Declaration, people
started to re-gain confidence and they are now more
willing to invest. Many Hong Kong people-who have once
migrated to other countries are now coming back to
start their business again. They bring along with them
a substantial amount of money for investment.
1 Reilly, Frank K., Investment, HRW International
Editions, 2nd Edition, 1986, p.5
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Last but not the least, the full-service
international airport, the excellent worldwide
communication network, the growing literacy of the
investors and the increasing product variety all
contribute to the steady and healthy growth of
investment in Hong Kong.
Financial Instruments and Institutions
Apart from ordinary savings, there are numerous
financial instruments available to investors and they
offer different combinations of risk and return. Among
them are Treasury Securities (bills, notes and bonds),
deposits (call, time, local currency and foreign
currency), bankers' acceptance, commercial papers,
certificates of deposit, bonds, ordinary/common shares,
preferred/preference shares, warrants, futures and
mutual funds/unit trusts.
As the financial structure of Hong Kong becomes
more sophisticated, different institutions emerge to
cater, for the needs of the investors. They act as
financial intermediaries to facilitate the collection
and investment of funds. Besides exhibiting economies
of scale, these institutions can diversify risk over
various investments and they have expertise to offer
flexible and tailor-made services to their customers.
These financial institutions can be divided into
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two classes,' namely, depository and non-depository.
For the depository institutions, there are the licensed
banks and the deposit-taking companies (DTCs). Under
the three-tier system administered in 1981, DTCs are
further broken up into licensed and registered DTCs.
Non-depository institutions include the insurance
companies, investment companies and merchant banks.
Potential For Small Investors
On the whole, the financial institutions in Hong
Kong mainly target at substantially heavy investing
clients. Merchant banks are mainly for big
corporations wholesale and private banking are now
striving 'up-market'; registered DTCs can take deposit
with an amount no less than $100,000 most of the funds
now available are for investors with at least $50,000
to $100,000 pension funds are again for large
employers (companies) only. But, in fact, there is a
huge number of small investors who have some
disposable income available for investment. (Small
investors are defined in this paper as investors with
amount of $100,000 or less available for investment).
This pool of fund can really be tremendous.
These small investors constitute a substantially
large potential market, yet they are not well served,
so this study focuses on the investment services
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offered to these investors and the marketing strategies
to be employed to capture this market. To be
illustrative, a star product which will be most
welcomed by small investors is identified and its
marketing implications are studied.
Object i ves
The objectives of this study, hence, are as
follows:
i) to analyze the market of financial services
for small investors,
ii) to identify a star product for this market,
iii) to see what marketing strategies should be
employed to attract the largest number of
customers for the star product. To be more
specific, to see
a) what product or service strategy should
be used,
b) what pricing strategy should be
employed,
c) what promotion strategy should be used,
and lastly
d) what sales strategy should be employed.
Methodology
In short, the research started witn S1tUdi1Und1
analysis of different aspects. The situational
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analyzes provided a base for identifying a star product
in the field of financial services for small
investors and studying the marketing implications for
this product in the coming few years.
The research was conducted mainly through
collection of primary and secondary data. Details of
these two methods are outlined below.
Collection of Primary Data
Primary data were collected mainly through
personal interviews. Interviews with leading institutes
in investment services were conducted to obtain
information about the market situation, products being
offered in the market, the strengths and weaknesses of
these institutions and their customers' profile and
marketing strategies.
Collection of Secondary Data
An extensive search for secondary data was carried
out. The sources of relevant secondary data were
books, periodicals, Government publications, academic
research reports, commercial survey reports, trade
associations' data banks and companies' records.
From these secondary sources, relevant information
about the environment and market situation were
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attained. They could also help generate ideas to tackle
the problem.
Based on the analyses of both primary and
secondary data, marketing implications for the star
nrnit. were identified.
Limitations
There are several limitations upon our study:
1. We define small investors as people witn
HK 100,000 or less available for investment. This
definition is not precise enough. So if we are to
estimate the market size of small investors, we
have to give a more specific definition. But for
the ease of estimation, we make reference to only
three demographic variables, namely, age, personal
income and occupation.
In our estimation of market size of smaii
2.
investors, we failed to obtain the necessary
demographic data from governmental sources.
Hence, we could only get a rough approximation by
some sort of estimation and calculation.
3. In our return analysis for unit trusts and stocks,
limitations on time and other resources, we
due to






Hong Kong's economic prospects for 1987-1991 will
depend very much on its ability to adjust to the
impending changes in the external environment. Rising
protectionism in the developed countries will hamper
the growth in the manufacturing sector, and contaminate
capital investment at a moderate level. However, with
a track record of swift adaptability and the
opportunistic nature of the Hong Kong businessmen, the
manufacturing sector will remain healthy and be
characterized by a few stable industry, such as
garment, textiles, toys and consumer electronics, and
many fast changing minimum capital investment, fast-
return industries whose outputs are closely aligned
with the market/consumer trends 'in the western
hemisphere.
The service industry will perform well within the
next decade in view of Hong Kong's entrepot role for
the PRC and its role of a major financial center in
Asia.
As to Hong Kong's position as a major financial
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center in Asia, long-term threats do exist, especially
if Japan should decide to earnestly liberalize its
financial restrictions and develop Tokyo into an
international banking center, and if China is able to
develop its own financial centers overcoming barriers
in infrastructure, expertise, telecommunication and
technology. Yet, these possibilities are unlikely to
be turned around within the next several years.
Hong Kong's economic performance in 1987-1991 will
probably be lack-lustre by Hong Kong standards, but
shining by world standards. Real GNP growth per year
is projected to be at 4-5 percent level, with double
digit growth in export areas. These are attributed to
expected resurgence in China trade, and price
competitiveness of Hong Kong products.
In line with moderate economic growth, per capita
income is expected to experience continual growth in
real terms, creating increasing demand for investment
services. It is anticipated that customers of banks
are becoming more sophisticated, bringing about
pressure on the banking industry to market more
sophisticated non-traditional banking products
including investment services. The business of
investment houses will experience tremendous growth as




While there are varied views on the political
future of Hong Kong, there are many reasons to believe
that the PRC will keep to and honor the spirit of the
Joint Declaration and the ensuring Explanatory Notes,
especially if the Hu Yao-pong incident had not
happened.
Firstly, with the signing of the Joint
Declaration, China's sovereignty and dignity have been
made whole. In ensuring continual prosperity and
stability of Hong Kong in accordance with the Joint
Declaration and Explanatory Notes, PRC will have
retained and even improved her credibility as a nation,
won respect and friendship from the free world, and
continue to enjoy the economic and technological
benefits of Hong Kong as an entrepot, financial center,
and even as an intelligence hunting ground.
Moreover, Hong Kong is being used as a showcase to
prove to the world and Taiwan that peaceful reunion of
PRC and Taiwan under a similar scheme is definitely
feasible and even desirable. Top PRC officials have
made reference to Hong Kong in connection with the
Taiwan/PRC sovereignty question in public meetings with
foreign dignitories.
Under the assumption that the spirit of the Joint
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Declaration will be kept whole, the political risks of
forbidden repatriation of capital, and of
nationalization of assets and investments will not be
severe. As stated in the Explanatory Notes, The Basic
Law, which is now being drafted, will stipulate that
Hong Kong's capitalist system and life style will
remain unchanged for 50 years after the establishment
of the Special Administration Region. The Draft
structure of Basic Law for the Hong Kong SAR, which was
passed on April 22, 1986, re-confirmed the principles
that Hong Kong will continue to have the free
enterprise system, the free trade policies and the free
port. The Joint Declaration states that private
property, ownership of enterprises, legitimate right of
inheritance and foreign investment will be protected by
law. All the official political documents have tried
their best to retain people's confidence in the future
of Hong Kong and to encourage investments.
Yet, with the happening of the Hu Yao-pong
incident at the beginning of 1987, Hong Kong people's
confidence, which had been built up through the series
of Sino-British talks, was significantly challenged.
Again, they doubt whether PRC will realize the promises
made in the Sino-British talks.
Anyway, Hong Kong people's heart-strings and
confidence will continue to flutter with the drafting
of the' Basic Law upon which Hong Kong will be governed
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after 1997, feasting on the news, rumors and
speculations. 1988 may be a year when confidence will
be severely tested as the first draft of the Basic Law
is released.
Under the political uncertainty, the local stock
market will hardly be stable and the performance of
Hong Kong dollar in the foreign exchange market will
also be difficult to predict. These induce changes in
people's investment strategies. It is no longer prudent
for a local investor to place all his investments in
Hong Kong dollar denominated vehicles. Investors would
like to diversify their investments into foreign
markets for security. There is also a trend that more
people tend to invest in overseas fixed assets. They
are trying to gain permanent residence in foreign
countries such as U.S.A., Canada and Australia. Even if
they continue to invest in local markets, their time
preference horizon may be shortened. Those investment
vehicles which will bring immediate return would be
much more welcome than those which performance will




As indicated in Appendix-II-1, the total
population in Hong Kong as of mid 1986 stood at 5.68
million, and was projected to reach 6.24 million by
1991. This represents a 9.86 percent growth over the
next five years, equaling 1.9 percent compounded growth
per annum.
Age
Appendix-II-1 also shows that Hong Kong would have
a more mature population by 1991. Median age would rise
from the present 28 years to 32 years in 1991.
The 20-24 age segment, second largest in 1986,
would decline over the next five years by a total of
20.7 percent in becoming the sixth largest age segment
by 1991.
The 25-29 age group, the largest currently, would
start to decline in 1989, and was projected to shrink
by 4.28 percent (versus 1986) by the year 1991 in
becoming the second largest age segment with 604,400
people.
The 30-34 age group would have grown from third
place in 1986 to take over first place by 1990.
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The 35-39 age group would grow from the sixth
place in 1986 to the third largest age segment as from
1989.
The most dramatic growth would be experienced by
the 40-44 age group, projecting a 70.95 percent
increase over the next five years. It would become the
fourth largest adult age segment in 1991.from a tenth
position in 1986.
A maturing population points to greater business
potential for investment services. The reason is that
the people in their late 20's, 30's or early 40's have
already worked. for a period of time and thus have a
certain amount of savings available for investment.
Income
Appendix-II-2 outlines the household income trend
in Hong Kong. In terms of monthly household income, a
large- portion, approximately. one half, of the people
aged over 18 were in the income bracket HK$ 3,000-
7,499. The number of people with household income less
than HK$.3,000 per month was declining, whereas there
were more and more people with household income over
HK$ 3,000 per month. Median household income was around
HK$ 5,000 per month in 1985, an 11 percent increase
over 1983.
The upward trend of household income is definitely
a favorable signal for the development of investment
services, because higher income means more funds
available for investment if the rate of increase in
income exceeds that of inflation.
Age and Income
As Appendix-II-3 illustrates,* a large portion of
the upper one-third household income group was made up
of people aged 20-39. Over half of these young and
middle-aged people were with above median household
income.
Occupation and Income
Appendix-II-4 shows that 82 percent of the blue
collars (labor workers) had monthly household income
under HK$ 71500.
The average earning power of the white-collars
(office workers) was a bit higher than that of the
blue-collars. 46 percent of them enjoyed monthly
household income of HK$ 7,500 and over.
A large part of the traders and proprietors were
of middle or upper-middle income class with 53 percent
receiving monthly household income of HK$ 7,500 and
above.
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Professionals, managers and executives were the
main components of the high and upper-middle income
classes. Only 13 percent of them were in households
with monthly income less than Hk$ 7,500.
The increasing participation of females in the
labor force is also-worth mentioning. It is estimated
that nearly half of the females aged over 18 have their
own income. Their potential of. becoming investors,
especially small investors, should not be neglected.
Race and Literacy
According to a report from the Survey Research
Hong Kong, at the end of 1985, there were 3,742,000
adults aged 18 and above, and 97 percent of them were
Chinese. 43 percent of them could read and write both
Chinese and English (up from 38 percent in 1983), 41
percent of them knew Chinese only (down from 44 percent
in 1983). 2 percent of them knew English only
(unchanged) and 13 percent-of them were illiterate
(down from 16 percent in 1983).
Social and Cultural Trends
This section is to examine the social and cultural
trends in Hong Kong so as to identify the opportunities
for investment services in Hong Kong. Reference is
made to the September 1984 Research Report on Hong Kong
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Lifestyle prepared by Laurent AGB McNair.
Confidence in Hong Kong
Laurent AGB's report-'recorded an increase in the
proportion of people thinking that Hong Kong had a good
future. It increased from 56 percent in 1982 to 63
percent in 1984. Although less than half of the people
in Hong Kong were satisfied with the performance of the
Government, there was an increasing number of people
thinking that Hong Kong was well governed.
There was an increasing number of people who felt
happy about, and secure in their social environment.
This is probably the result of the emergence from
economic recession and the resolution on the 1997
issue.
With the increasing degree of confidence in the
future of Hong Kong, people would have less hesitation
to make investments in Hong Kong. This will be
beneficial to the development of investment services.
Concern for the future
The majority of the people in Hong Kong did think
and plan seriously about the future. However, perhaps
owing to uncertainty about the potential and social
environment after 1997, the proportion of living for
today was on the increase, though still below one-
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third of the population.
Thus, people would welcome investment instruments
which can help them better manage their funds and bring
higher returns than savings accounts. Yet, instruments
which can bring more immediate benefits would be more
popular than those which returns can be observed only
after a considerably long period of time.
Family's Role
Family orientation was on the increase in Hong
Kong. About 60 percent of the people were very proud of
their families. On top of this, a higher percentage of
the total population considered that families were
their main sources of satisfaction. This suggests that
people are now much more concerned about bringing
comfort to their families. Parents are also aware of
the need to provide adequate education and good care to
their next generation.
As such, people would pay more attention to the
management of their funds. They wish to gain the
highest returns under limited risks so as to meet their
families' needs. Therefore, families' needs becomes one
of the incentives for making investments.
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Education and Traditionalism
There had been a reduction in the degree of
traditionalism in the society. The proportion agreeing
to the statement 'People have too little respect for
traditional values these days' had declined from 69
percent in 1982 to 63. percent in 1984.
People with modern education no longer think in
the traditional way that keeping all their money in
their own pockets is the best way to protect their
wealth. They are'more open-minded towards different
investment concepts and have the required educational
standard to understand them.
Ambition and Anxiety
There had been a significant increase in the level
of ambition to succeed and be seen to be successful.
The percentage admiring successful businessmen over
artists and writers increased from 48 percent in 1982
to 51-percent in 1984.
On the other hand, there was also an increase in
anxiety. The portion of people thinking that-they had
too much responsibility jumped from 57 percent in 1982
to 62 percent in 1984. Those who often felt tired and
worn out after work increased to 70 percent in 1984
from 59 percent in 1982.
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People have strong desire to be successful but are
too busy to manage their money. This suggests that the
desire for financial consultancy and investment
services may be on the upward trend. Speed and





FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR SMALL INVESTORS
Market Size Analysis
We define small investors as those people with
HK$100,000 or less available for investment. In order
to analyze the size of this market, we have to give a
more precise and specific definition of small
investors. Among the various demographic variables
used to describe a market segment, we choose age,
monthly personal income and occupation in our
definition.
Based on the potential offered by the various
segments, we define small investors as people with age
between 20 and 50, coming from the upper-middle income
group. with monthly personal income ranging from
HK$5,000 to HK$15,000, and working as professionals or
managers.
The Census and Statistics Department cannot
provide the required data on size of population bounded
by the three variables. Instead, based on a study done
by the department in 1986 (with sample size 2,664,581),
we have data on sample size bounded by any two of the
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three (Appendix-III-1). Hence, we have to do some
estimation in determining the market size of small
investors.
Our calculation is like this: Suppose we are
given the size of sample bounded by two of the
variables. Then we can estimate the sample size
bounded by three variables by multiplying this size
with the proportion of the third variable in the
sample. Next, by interchanging the three variables, we
get three estimates. To be conservative, we take the
average of the three to be the estimated sample size.
Finally, we project the result onto the whole
population to obtain the market size of small
investors.
The actual calculation is as follows:
.,et AGE denotes people with age between 20 and 50
INCOME denotes people with monthly personal
income ranging from HK$5,000 to
HK$15,000





Size of AGE and INCOME: 357,173
Proportion of OCCU in sample: 0.1028
Estimated size of AGE and INCOME-and OCCU
= 357,173 x 0.1028
= 36,717
Size of AGE and OCCU: 233,774
Proportion of INCOME in sample: 0.1550
Estimated size of AGE and INCOME and OCCU
= 233,774 x 0.1550
= 36,235
Size of INCC,IE and OCCU: 155, 241
Proportion of AGE in sample: 0.7798
Estimated size of AGE and INCOME and OCCU
= 155,241 x 0.7798
= 121,057
The average of tale three estimates:
= (34,717+ 36,235+ 121,057)/ 3
= 64,670
Taking the Hong Kong population as 5.68 million,
the estimated size of small investors
= 64,670 x 5,680,000/ 2,664,581
= 137, 855
Based on our estimate, the market size of small
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investors is 137,855 or 2.43 percent of the whole
population. Since these people have HK$100,000 or less
disposable fund3, we take their average fund size as
HK$50,000. Then, the total fund size of these small
investors is 137,855 x HK$50,000 or HK$6.89 billion.
This market size and fund amount is substantial to make
justified all the marketing efforts and complication of
operation procedures.
Product Analysis
Currently, there are quite a number of investment
instruments available to the small investors we
consider. These include deposits, certificates of
deposits (CDs), stocks and unit trusts. Some of them
are discussed in more details as follows:
Deposits
On the deposits side, there are the normal savings
accounts, time deposits and foreign currency deposits.
Since the former two are considered to have very low-
risk, convenient and, liquid, the rate of return on them
is generally low compared to that available in other
instruments. The rate of return on foreign currency
deposits may be higher, in direct proportion to the
variability of that currency.
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Certificate of Deposits (CDs)
A certificate of deposit (CD) is a formal
instrument, frequently negotiable, issued by a bank or
deposit-taking company as evidence of indebtedness,
repayable either on demand or at a fixed future date
and bearing interest at a fixed or floating rate.
A special characteristic of CD is that it is
issued to bearer and can be bought and sold in a
secondary market before maturity, though the secondary
market of Ds in Hong Kong is still not very well
developed. The period of maturity of CDs normally
ranges from one to five years.
Denomination of CDs ranges from HK$50,000 to HK$1
million, the most popular being HK$100,000 and
HK$250,000. Very often, CDs are issued in a batch at a
time.
There are two kinds of Hong Kong dollar CDs. One
is the floating rate CD (FRCD) while the other is the
negotiable CD (NCD). The former is of larger
denomination, starting from HK$50,000 while the latter
has denomination as low as HK$5,000. Most of these
Hong Kong dollar CDs are on a floating rate basis, tied
to the prime rate or the one month/three months Hong
Kong inter-bank offered rate (HIBOR).
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Unit Trusts
A unit trust or mutual fund is a collective
investment institution pooling the savings of many
people by commingling them into one large, diversified
investment portfolio. It is a form of investment in
which the investors delegate the management of their
portfolio to the trust.
.In a unit trust, there are three parties involved.
They are the unitholders, fund managers and trustees.
The unitholders are simply the investors who are also
the beneficiaries of the trusts, safeguarded by the
trustees.
Fund managers are professionals who invest the
trusts based on market information and their
experience. They are the promoters of the trusts to
persuade the public to entrust their money to them for
investment. They must be limited companies responsible
for the day-to-day management of the trusts, subject to
a trust deed made between the fund managers and the
trustees. Trust deed is a fiduciary agreement made
between managers and the trustee concerning the
appointment of the latter to take responsibility for
the administration of assets which are placed in the
fund by the beneficiaries.
The trustees are appointed by the trust deed to
safeguard the assets of the trust on behalf of the
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unitholders and ensure that the funds are managed
properly according to the trust deed. .Trustees must be
limited companies independent of the' fund managers,
normally banks or insurance companies.
Each fund has its own investment objective.
Normally, investment objectives are either to maximize
capital appreciation, to attain high income return, or
to maintain high level of income together with a
reasonable level of capital appreciation.
A fund can have accumulative or income units.
Accumulative units reinvest the income back into the
trusts to give higher return while income units pay out
dividends regularly so that investors can obtain their
share of return periodically in the form of cash.
Besides the above investment instruments, there
are also commodities trading and futures. But normally
they are not considered as investment instruments for
small-investors.
A futures contract involves delivery of a
commodity or financial instrument at some future date.
Basically, futures provide business people with a means
to hedge against the volatile interest rates and
foreign exchange rates while they are doing business
transactions. Hence, it is not considered as a common
investment instrument.
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Therefore, in this project, focus will be placed
mainly on the four instruments, namely, deposits, CDs,
stocks and unit trusts.
Competitive Analysis
The above mentioned investment instruments are
mainly offered by banks or investment houses.
Almost all banks in Hong Kong offer savings
accounts and time deposits both in Hong Kong dollars
and US dollars. Most banks now offer products.like swap
deposits and off-shore deposits, while an increasing
number- of banks offer ECU deposits, gold accounts and
unit trusts. Having more branch offices than investment
houses, banks have the competitive advantages of having
a l«rger customer base and being closer to the
customers. Besides investment services, banks also
offer loans, overdrafts, credit cards and business
transaction services etc.. They therefore cannot
concentrate all their resources and efforts in
developing investment services.
The most renowned investment houses in Hong Kong
are Jardine Fleming, Waraley Investment Services
Limited and Schroders Asia Limited. Others include
Gartmore Fund Manager (Far East) Ltd. and Fidelity
International Investment Management (HK) Ltd.. For
small investors, these investment houses mainly offer
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mutual funds or unit trusts. For higher net worth
investors, they would offer investment portfolio
management service or act for these customers in buying
foreign currencies, gold stocks or futures through
dealers or brokers. Providing investment services to
customers is the prime and in fact the only business of
these investment houses. They therefore can concentrate
their resources and efforts in this area. Their
accumulated professional experience in investment is
also much valued by the customers. Nevertheless, when
compared with banks, investment houses are far less
convenient to patronize as most of them do not have
branch offices throughout the territories.
Since banks and investment houses have different
characteristics and spectra of products, the following
competitive analysis will be separated into two parts
with the first part on banks and the second part on
investment houses.
(a) Banks
In the banking industry, small investors are
mainly served by the consumer banks. As revealed in
Appendix-III-2, There are three main banking groups
which together dominate the Hong Kong retail banking
market with over 80 percent share in both customer
„n+ and number of accounts. These banking groups are
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the Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corporation (including
Hang Seng Bank), The Bank of China group and the
Standard Chartered Bank. Moreover, among the American
banks in Hong Kong, Citibank and Chase Manhattan Bank
are becoming increasingly active in the retail area.
The Bank of America has just cut its consumer banking
business while the American Express is putting most of
its efforts in developing credit card business. The
only other foreign bank active in the retail area is
Banque Nationale de Paris (BNP). The most active local
Chinese bank in retail banking is the Bank of East
Asia.
Based on the Financial Section of SRH Media Index
1985 Advertising Report and a syndicated marketing
research performed by Frank Small Associates, the
strengths and weaknesses of some of the major banks are
briefly discussed below.
Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corporaton
The Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corporation (The
Hongkong Bank) has the largest distribution network in
Hong Kong. It had 286 branches and 240 ATM outlets as
of mid 1986, occupying 18.33 percent and 31.17 percent
of the total number of branches and ATM outlets
respectively. Its unique products include Professional
Service Program, Wayfoong Gold, Hexagon and Securities
Transaction Services. Its customers are from all walks
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of life.
It has the strongest, most distinct image in the
market. It is perceived to be a long-established and
efficient bank with meaningful advertising. It is also
considered as the most innovative bank with bright
cheerful branches and the largest. product range in the
market. Yet, it is seen by some to be indifferent,
impersonal, and only fairly modern and knowledgeable.
Hang Seng Bank
As of mid 1986, Hang Seng Bank had 105 branches.
It shares the ATMs with the Hongkong Bank and it does
not have many innovative banking products. Its customer
profile is skewed towards ethnic Chinese from all
levels.
Being a subsidiary of the Hongkong Bank, Hang Seng
Bank enjoys almost the same image as its parent
company, only not to the same degree of strength. It is
perceived to be slightly less modern, more traditional
but much more friendly and personal than the Hongkong
Bank.
Bank of China Group
The Bank of China group consists of iourieen
sister banks with a total of 258 branches as of mid
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1986. Ka Wah Bank and Union bank have recently joined
the group. The group has joined the Joint Electronic
Teller Services Ltd. (JETCO) system to share the 300
ATMs. The most unique service that the group provides
is the overseas Chinese service. Its customer profile
is dominated by ethnic Chinese. When compared with the
Hongkong Bank and the Hang Seng Bank, the Bank of China
group has more customers who are unskilled blue-collars
and housewives from lower income brackets.
These fourteen sister banks are perceived to be a
group of banks which are indifferent, old fashioned,
traditional and not knowledgeable at all. However, they
offer good competitive rates.
Standard C',lartered Bank
Apart from the Hongkong Bank, the Standard
Chartered Bank is the only other authorized note-
issuing bank in Hong Kong. As of 1986, it had 110
branches and 120 ATMs called Moneylink. The special
products that it offers are Securities Safe Custody,
Chartered Gold and Trade Information. Its customers are
also from all walks of life but the customer profie is
slhtly skewed to middle and low income classes.
The Standard Chartered Bank is one of the oldest
financial institutions in Hong Kong with strong British
orientation. It now has a very weak image. It is seen
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as an old fashioned bank with indifferent attitude. It
is perceived to be less strong and less innovative than
most of the foreign banks. Nevertheless, the bank is
trying very hard to rectify its bad image by putting
more efforts on marketing activities.
(b) Investment Houses
Wardley Investment Services Limited
Incorporated in 1973, Wardley Investment Services
Limited (WISL) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wardley
limited, a merchant bank, which is in turn wholly-owned
by the Hongkong Bank. It is the principal investment
management arm of the Hongkong Bank.
Having, the backing of Hongkong Bank is the largest
competitive advantage of WISL. Being a subsidiary of
such a prestigious and financially strong institution,
WISL can easily earn confidence from investors,
especially from local investors because Hongkong Bank
bears -a local central bank image.
With regard to marketing, WISL can make use of
Hongkong Bank's extensive branch network to penetrate
into the local market. Brochures and other promotion
materials can be made available to local investors in
these branches, thus allowing messages to reach
potential investors more effectively and efficiently.
Convenience, security and confidentiality are the
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unique characteristics of WISL's investor services.
Jardine Fleming
Jardine Fleming is a partnership of Rebert Fleming
Holdings Limited of London, one of the oldest and best
known merchant banks in the world, and Jardine Matheson
Holdings Limited, a historic Far East trading company.
It has offices in Hong Kong, Tokyo, Seoul, Taipei,
Kuala Lumpur, Manila, Sydney and Melbourne. This
network is complemented by Flemings' offices in London,
New York, Bahrain and Continental Europe.
Its investment management teams are backed up by
highly qualified research analysts both in the Far East
and, through Flemings, in New York and London. Jardine
Flemings' offices also have well established
telecommunication links permitting continuous daily
contact with management groups throughout the region.
This ensure that all investment decisions are made with
the most up-to-date market information around the
world.
Jardine Fleming is.considered to be an investment
house with professional expertise. The low turnover in
staff also helps establishing long-lasting relationship
with and earning confidence from customers. Yet, the
lack of an extensive local branch network is one of the
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competitive weaknesses of Jardine Fleming.
Schroders Asia Limited
Schroders Asia Limited was established in 1971.
Its shareholders are Schroders PLC, and the family
interests of Lord. Kadoorie. Schroders PLC is an
international merchant banking and investment group
based in London and established in 1804. As of mid
1986, the Schroders group world-wide had funds on
deposit totalling approximately US$ 3,500 million and
managed investment funds of more than US$ 19,000
million.
In United Kingdom, Guernsey, Australia, New York
and Hong Kong, there are a number of unit trusts,
mutual funds and investment companies under Schroders'
management, providing investors with a range of world-
wide investment opportunities. Pvofessional management,
access to international stock market, spread of risk
and convenience are the selling points of Schroders'
services.
Customer Analysis
In general, individual small investors can oe
classified into two groups: Chinese and non-Chinese.
The non-Chinese clients are expatriates or' foreigners
demanding Far East investments.
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In the past, Chinese customers, influenced by the
traditional belief the best way to safeguard one's
money is to keep it in one's own pocket or to have it
personally managed, liked to keep their money in
deposit accounts or participate directly in the stock
market. Since they were not willing to entrust
somebody else with their money, they were not the major
customers of unit trusts. On the other hand, unit
trust, as a way of investment, is quite acceptable to
the Americans and English as they had been well
familiar with the concept of unit trust in their home
countries. As such, foreigners formed the main stream
of customers for unit trust before 1980's. Yet, in
recent years, there is an increasing number of Chinese
investing in unit trust. For instance, the amount of
money invested in Jardine Fleming's unit trusts by
Chinese customers increased from US$281,070 in December
1985 to US$5,000,000 in December 1986, with the number
of Chinese customers increased by ten folds from 29 to
298.
Nowadays, the small investors in Hong Kong can oe
generalized as young and well-educated people with
upper-middle income profile. Most of them are
professionals, managers, executives, traders or
proprietors. With high education and a certain amount
of excessive disposable income, they are aware of the
imDOrtance of having their money better managed so as
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to yield greater wealth. Their high level of knowledge
also helps them to understand different investment
concepts. Moreover, as elaborated in the previous
chapter concerning the current social and cultural
trends, people are now having a higher level of
ambition to succeed or be seen as successful. They are
very anxious to climb up the social status ladder by
increasing their wealth through investment. Yet, most
of their positions would require them to devote their
time and efforts to their work. They therefore can
hardly have time to manage their own investment
portfolios.
As revealed by some major banks and investment
houses in Hong Kong, small investors have needs in
common. They usually use the following criteria in
selecting investment instruments or investment
institutions.
Balance between Return and Risk
Of course, every investor wishes to earn maximum
return at minimum risk. Some like steady interest
income, while some are mad with equity growth. Yet,
there seems to be a principle that higher return comes
with higher risk and lower return comes with lower
risk. Hence, what small investors can look for is a
reanable balance between risk and return. Those
investment instruments which can yield the highe
return at the risk endurable would be most welcoir
Unlike speculators, investors have a strong desire I
security and protection in their investments and one
the most popular way of minimizing risk is to diversi
it over various investment instruments in differe
markets.
Reputation of Investment Institutions
Since small investors are much concerned about
security and return of their investments, good
reputation of an investment institution would
definitely be a positive appeal. Investors usually
select investment institutions by assessing their
financial strength, past record in investments,
investment expertise and possible sources of
information which would enable them to make sound
investment decisions. Therefore, in the market of
financial services for small investors, reputable
companies usually have larger shares of the pie. As
claimed by their management' staff, Wardley Investment
Services Limited and Citicorp Investment Services
Limited can earn most investors' confidence because
they have close link with the financially strong
Hongkong Bank and Citibank respectively.
Good Service Quality
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As revealed in Frank Small's Syndicated Research,
service quality was among the five most important
factors affecting people's choice of banks. The
management staff in most of the renowned investment
houses also confirmed that customers did expect good
services all the time. They valued professional advice,
friendly attitude, personal service and efficiency, and
they liked to be treated with respect. As such, in most
of the investment institutions, each and every customer
would be assigned to a particular account officer or
marketing officer so as to ensure that the customer
would be accorded personal attention.
Reasonable Charges
Service charges including initial charges,
transaction fees and annual fees are among the
considerations that small investors would take into
account when choosing investment instruments and
institutions. They would weigh the charges incurred
against the profits and services received. If the
return and services offered by two investment
institutions are almost the same, they would most
probably choose the one which requires less service
charges. Yet, rate of charge is not the sole
consideration in their choices. It is only one of the
criteria.
According to the findings of Frank Small'
Syndicated Research, convenient branch network is od
of the most significant factors determining people'
choices of banks. Although a convenient branch networ
is a definite asset to an investment institution, it i
not a determining factor of success. For instance
Jardine Fleming, without a strong local branch network
out-performed its competitors in 1986. Yet, in the Ion
run, an extensive branch network will help penetratin
into the local market because people are always lookin
for convenience, given limited time to fulfil
unlimited responsibilities. Convenience applies no
only to location, but also to application procedures
buying and selling procedures and payment methods.
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CHAPTER IV
IDENTIFICATION OF STAR PRODUCT
To identify the 'star' product for small
we have to start from customers' needs to
investors,
which investment instrument can best satisfy the
see
But before we conduct the study, we should
needs.
summarize the environmental analysis to identify the
macroenvironmental impact on and implication for each
of the four instruments, namely, deposits, CDs, stocks
and unit trusts.
Environmental Analy51
Economically, the per capita income l
experience continual growth in real terms, creating
demand for investment services. Besides, customers
will become more sophisticated and bring about pressure
industry to offer more innovative, non-
on the banking
traditional products like the investment services.
n er satisfied merely with normal
Investors are no to g
deposits.
Under political uncertainty, local stock marxez
will hardly be stable and performance of the Hong Kong
Hnllar in the foreign exchange market will be difficult
expected to
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to predict. Hence, instruments lixe szocKS anu LvlClE,ll
o»rrencv deposits will become very risky.
By 1990, the largest age group will be '30-34'.
This maturing population will pose great business
potential for investment services. More people will
have savings or funds available for investment.
Moreover, by 1990, the main components of the high and
upper-middle income classes are professionals, managers
and executives. These people have the funds for
investment, but they just lack the time and investment
knowledge to manage their funds. They are also not
satisfied with the low return on deposits. Hence, they
want to make better investment in order to get a higher
return.
Socially, people are more concerned about their
family. They dare not to take high risks for their
money because once they fail, their family will suffer.
They no longer place all their money in one investment
instrument. Instead they learn to diversify their
risks by holding a, portfolio made up of various
vehicles.. On the other hand, they are
investment
and receptive to western ideas, so they
better educated
want to better invest their funds so that they can get
Thus, they try to maximize the return
a higher return.
on their money under limited risk.
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Customers' Needs
Among the criteria that a small investor will
consider when choosing an investment instrument,
performance and safety rank the highest.
Performance of the investment is reflected in
return on the investment. As investors are becoming
more sophisticated, they are not satisfied with
traditional banking products such as deposits. They
want to maximize their return within a certain limited
amount of risk. To these small investors, deposits are
just a low return, though risk-free, investment.
Similarly, certificates of deposit are also perceived
to. be a low risk, low return investment. So both
deposits and CDs are not the optimal star product for
small investors.
Safety can be reflected in the amount of risk
involved in the instrument. Our small investors, made
up of professionals, managers and executives, are not
willing to undertake high risk and they like to
diversify their investment. However, in previous
analysis, it has been identified that local stock
market and foreign exchange currency deposits will
hardly be stable under political uncertainty. Hence,
stocks and foreign currency deposits can also be ruled
out as the star product for small investors.
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Return Analysis
Since deposits and CDs are perceived to be
investment instruments offering low risk and low
return, in this section, we shall compare the risk-
adjusted performance of unit trusts and stocks.
Based on a research done in 1986, we can compare
the return on unit trusts with that on stocks. The
details of the research are given as follows:
a) The research was conducted to compare the
performance of 31 funds operating in Hong Kong.
The sample was a representative one, constituting
about 20 percent of the total population.
b) The study was done over a 5-year period from 1981
to 1985. The year-end figures of the funds were
collected for comparison. All the price figures
were converted to HK dollirs using the exchange
rate at the year-end.
C) The data on the various funds were collected from
the South China Morning Post, promotion pamphlets
and explanatory memorandum of the funds, and a
customer information sheet (from Personal
Financial Consultants Ltd.) showing the cumulative
growth rates of the various funds.
1Tse Ying-tin Wong Chi-wail The Performance of
Unit Trusts in Hong Kong, MBA Business Research, CUHK,
1986
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d) Sharpe's index was used in the comparison.
The Sharpe's index= (Rp- Rf)/ SDp
where Rp= average rate of return of the fund
Rf= riskless rate of interest
SDp= standard deviation of rate of
return of the fund
The index measured the excess return per unit of
risk. The greater the index, the better the
fund's performance.
e) The domestic saving rate was taken to be the
riskless rate of return. The average saving rate
for the five year period was 7.2146 percent.
f) The Hang Seng Index was taken to represent the
stock market. Its year-end figures were
collected.
g) Annual growth rate was calculated using the
formula:
R= (Pt- Ptml+ D)/ Ptml x 100 percent
where R= annual growth rate
Pt= price at year-end
Ptml= price at previous year-end
D= dividend distributed in the year
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i) The annual growth rate of the funds was shown in
Appendix-IV-1.
j) Based on the annual growth rate, the Sharpe's
index for the funds and the Hang Seng index were
shown in Appendix-IV-2. The performance of the
Hang Seng Index ranked the twenty-eighth compared
with the other 31 funds.
Hence, the result of the research showed that the
return on unit trusts was really better than that on
stocks.
Based on the above environment, customers' needs
and return analyses, we can arrive at a conclusion that







UNIT TRUSTS IN HONG KONG
Development
The concept of 'unit trust' originated in Scotland
where some Scottish workers pooled their savings
together to form an investment trust. Then they
invested the fund in order to get higher returns. The
unit trust business soon prospered in England and
Europe.
In Hong Kong, unit trust business started in the
mid 60s when some offshore funds began to flow in.
These funds, used to be located in tax-free havens,
treasured Hong Kong for its free money market and less
stringent legislation.
Due to the brilliant past performance of these
funds in Wall Street, the trust business enjoyed a good
start in Hong Kong. The most popular investment
companies at that time included International Overseas
Services (IOS) and Gramco and International Investor
Groups. However, it was not long before the whole
scenario turned tragic. In 1970, the American stock
market collapsed and caused many investors to suffer
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either real or paper losses. People started to lose
confidence and they withdrew their money. With such
massive redemptions and deterioration in sales, many
investment companies faced liquidity crises and even
collapsed.
By the end of that same year, more than twenty
representatives from different unit trust companies in
Hong Kong united to form an association for the better
control of operations among themselves. On the other
hand, for the better protection of the investors, the
Government started to take a serious look at the
existing legislation. A Companies Law Revision
Committee was set up to comment on revision of current
enactments and additions of new ones. These
recommendations soon became the basis for the future
legislation, 'The Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual
Funds', enacted in 1978.
Despite these unpleasant upheavals, in 1970, the
first local fund management company, Jardine Fleming,
was established jointly by Jardine Matheson and Robert
Fleming of London. Within the same year, G.T.
Management Asia was also set up. In the next few
years, several other management companies were also
formed. Among them were Sun Hung Kai Finance Company,
Schroders and Chartered, Wardley, Gartmore and
Fidelity. (Please see Appendix-V-1)
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In line with this growth in number of fund
management companies in Hong Kong, the number of unit
trusts authorized have also been increasing rapidly.
In 1979, there were only 38 trusts authorized locally.
The number increased to 85 in 1982. Now, up to January
87, there were altogether about 220 unit trusts.
Many unit trusts managed in Hong Kong are created
overseas. These funds, though already actively
involved in some overseas markets, tried to diversify
their investments in Asia because of the rapid economic
growth there. They chose Hong Kong as a management
base since it is one of the most important financial
centers in Asia as well as in the whole world it is
close to Japan and the ASEAN countries it has a well-
developed communication network it has minimal legal
regulation on unit trust perations and finally, it has
a very low tax rate.
Besides those funds created overseas and managed
in Hong Kong, there are some other funds which are
created locally. They are designed to invest either in
the Asian countries. or internationally. The main
objective is to provide a well-diversified investment
vehicle for the investors.
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Regulatory Framework
All funds that carry out investmEnt business in
Hong Kong are legally regulated. They are required to
register with the Commissioner of Securities, which
monitor and control their operations through the
relevant codes and ordinances.
Unit trusts in Hong Kong are mainly governed by
the Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual Funds, which
provides a comprehensive and highly structured
regulatory framework on the formation, operations and
promotion of unit trusts. Besides, they also have to
comply with the Securities Ordinance, the Protection of
Investor Ordinance and the Trustee Ordinance.
By the end of 1970, unit trust companies in Hong
Kong agreed to form a self-regulating association, the
Unit Trust Association, for the better control of
operations among themselves.
All the above regulations help to create a healthy
environment for the unit trusts so that investors'
confidence can be enhanced and their boom, in Hong Kong
can be furthered.
CHAPTER VI
MARKETING IMPLICATIONS FOR UNIT TRUSTS
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CHAPTER VI
MARKETING IMPLICATIONS FOR UNIT TRUSTS
Product
Meanwhile, in the market, there are more than 200
unit trusts. Some are invested by industry, as the
money market fund and technology fund while others are
invested by geographical region, as the Hong Kong trust
and the Japan trust. The modes of investment depend on
the decisions made by the fund managers who would take
the market potential and investors' needs into
consideration.
Moreover, unit trusts can further be categorized
into four classes, namely, growth, income, balanced and
specialized funds.
Growth funds concentrate on capital growth. Tney
tend to invest only in common stocks and plan to assume
some risks to obtain stock which are expected to yield
higher return. Income funds aim at offering and
maintaining a higher-than-average immediate return.
They tend to invest in stocks that pay high and
consistent cash dividends.
Balanced funds. strive to give reasonable income
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return with some capital growth. They tend to divide
holdings between fixed income securities and common
stock. Finally, specialised funds invest in sectors
which offer a wider spread of stocks, such as
commodities, raw materials, and small companies. They
always invest for capital growth and due to their
limitations, the price of units tend to be more
volatile than that of units from the other categories.
This results in specialized funds being a higher risk
investment, while of f erintg opportunities for short term
profits.
Due to the more keen competition in the unit trust
business in Hong Kong, some product innovation emerges
to capture both new and old customers. These include
fund of funds and umbrella funds. Fund of funds hold a
portfolio made up of other unit trusts or mutual funds
to achieve an even wider diversification of
The return must, of course, bE
investments.
correspondingly lower.
Umbrella fund refers to an 'umbrella' conslsL1u6
funds and customers are allowed to shift
of several
the funds under the same umbrella at only a
over any of
at all. Nevertheless, unit trust is a
low or no cost
long term investment and so it is not desirable for
investors to shift from one fund to another.
Recommendation
Among all the criteria which the small inves
consider in choosing their investment instrume
safety and performance are the two having the hig
ranking. Safety can be reflected in a compaj
reputation. So it is of prime importance for
investment company to build up a good reputation fij
In fact, reputation is made up of many eleme
including the company's background, financial strei
and past performance. Hence, for an investment com
which has a strong backup from a locally reno
corporation or bank, as Wardley, it would not be
problem at all for it to gain support or confide
On the other hand, for investment companies which
are new to Hong Kong and have no connection with
locally recognized corporations, as Fidelity, the
reputation building process is a long one. They should
emphasize on other aspects of their companies such as
their reputation in other foreign countries and their
past performance.
Compared with reputation, performance is easier to
be controlled. Better performance can be attained by a
good stalling system ana pyiiuimau~
To a very large extent, performance is determined
teh fund managers. If they have
the correct instincts and identify the right mar]
niche, they can make the correct decisions and br:
profits to the funds. Although there has always beei
shortage of local expertise, a good staffing system
compensate for this. An investment company can eitl
offer competitive salary and benefits to attr
experienced staff from overseas or the local market,
it can launch training programs to train its own fi
managers. In comparison, the latter method is
longer-term commitment and needs longer time to
Besides general expertise of the fund managers,
fund should be managed by a manager who is bej
acquainted with that local market and is in the be
For a fund manager to better make any decisions,
research and development are also crucial. Effective
and efficient research and development can provide
indepth analysis of the particular markets 01
industries and can update the managers of the most
Regarding the performance monitor, each fund
manager should be evaluated periodically, say every
month, to review hisher performance versus the market
performance. Any significant discrepancies should be
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adjustments carried out.
Product innovation, though not very useful, cd.u
some sort of 'sparks' to the unit trusts business.
give
of funds, umbrella fund and option on funds are
Fund
examples of innovative products introduced and they do
succeed in attracting both new and old customers. To
be successful, product innovation should originate from
customers' needs and avoid any direct competition from
other investment companies.
of new funds, in some sense, can be
Creation
considered as product innovation. Before the fund
managers make any decisions, they should make sure,
research and development, that the
with the help of
markets or regions to be entered really have
al. These are enhanced by the
substantial potenti
expertise and instincts of the managers.
Last but not the least, the whole package W.
services should be delivered in a professional and
s also one of
efficient way because service quality i





The price of a unit trust reflects the value of
the investments and cash held plus the income in hand
divided by the total number of
and receivables,
outstanding units. Unit price is independent of the
Instead, they are the
demand for the trusts.
fluctuations in prices of the underlying investments,
and the outstanding number of units that lead to
variations in unit price.
The trusts may be purchased from or sold to the
investment managers on any dealing day (daily or once
the 'offered' price and 'bid' price
every week) at
offered price is the net asset value
respectively. The
ale charge while the asked price is
per unit plus the s
4- 1-% n, rt„rrp_nt net asset value per unit
The offered Price and bid price are calculated as
follows:
Offered Price






+ buying and selling expenses
+ rounding off
Bidprice






Normally, there is a minimum investment size
during the purchase of a trust and there is also a
limit on redemptions per dealing day. Sometimes,
managers may refuse to deal at the quoted prices of the
trusts. This occurs when the value of the underlying
investments have moved materially and the quoted prices
can no longer reflect the most up-to-date valuation.
Meanwhile, there are not very strict regulations
guarding the charges on unit trusts. Hence, within the
whole industry, the charging system vary among
different funds. On the other hand, the charges on
unit trusts mainly consist of two elements, initial or
subscription charge and annual charge.
The initial charge is usually included in the
offered price. Now, it ranges from 1.5 percent
(Henderson Baring Bond Fund) to 5.5 percent (Jardine
Fleming Currency Bond Trust) with the majc
falling between 2 percent and 5 percent.
The annual charge is imposed on either the i
pools or the income earned by the trusts. The cha
covers management fee, trustee's fee, cost to maint
a register of holders, charges of auditors, print
and postage of certificates, distribution of repor
and all advertising and promotion expenses. This
ranges from 0.4 percent (Jardine Fleming Japan
Pacific Convertible Fund) to 1.5 percent (G.T. Ja
Small Companies Fund). Sometimes, the annual charge
also included in the offerd price.
Apart from the above two charges, some companies
like Rothschild, may pose an extra charge when thei
funds perform better than standard, while others, lik
Jardine Fleming, may charge a redemption fee which ha
Very often, the pricing and charging methods are
determined, to a large extent, by the company policies
and strategies. For instance, Fidelity wants to
maintain a professional image, so it charges a flat
rate of 5 percent spread on all its funds. With this
flat rate, it earns in some funds while loses in the
But on the whole, it can make a profit.
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Similarly, for Wardley, it does not lower its higher-
than-average charge because the decrease in price may
ruin its image.
On the other hand, some investment companies, like
Citicorp Investment Services and Chase Manhattan, unit
trusts are just one of the whole package of investment
services offered. They can tolerate a loss on unit
trusts for the benefits of the whole companies. Hence,
their charges on unit trusts are minimal or just
nominal.
Since prices/charges is one, though not very
prominent, factor which the small investors will
consider when choosing their investment instruments,
the pricing and charging of unit trusts should be
administered to attract more of these investors.
The initial charge should be removed and the
spread between bid and offered price should be
minimized to cover only the inevitable margina
operating and administrative costs. The other costs
are covered by increasing the annual charges imposed on
the fund pools and profits earned by the funds.
Although by shifting most of the costs to annual
charges, the total charges on the unit trusts remain
the same, there is a psychological impact. To the
investors, the spread is a direct and visible charge
whereas the charges on fund pool is just invisible of
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which the investors are not very conscious. Hence, by
minimizing the spread on one hand and increasing the
annual charge on the other hand, there can be created
an illusion of a price decrease and as a result, more
investors can be attracted to take up unit trusts.
Unfortunately, there may be a danger that
speculation, instead of investment, will be encouraged
by removing the initial charge on unit trusts.
Somebody may emerge to take advantage of the market to
make short term profit. So in order to forbid
speculators from entering into the unit trust industry,
an extra redemption charge, of say about 10 percent to
15 percent, should be imposed on those who withdraw
their funds within one year after they first purchased
the trusts.
Promotion
The Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual Funds, together
with the Securities Ordinance, the Protection of
Investors Ordinance and the Trustee Ordinance, are the
main regulatory constraints governing unit trusts in
Hong Kong. The regulations concerning the promotion of
unit trusts are fairly strict. Highlights of these
regulations are reflected in the following articles of
the Code.
Any advertisement of other invitation to th
public in Hong Kong to invest in a unit trust require
the Commission's prior approval, under Section 4 of th
Protection of Investors Ordinance.
AKTICLE 60
No forecasts of the trust's performance may
made to the Dublic or to unit holders.
oz (Amenaeaj
No radio, television or cinema advertising of the
trust is permitted in Hong kong, nor is door-to-door
canvassing for sales.
(Note: Before this article was amended, poster
advertising was also not allowed.)
Most of the trust managers consider that the
regulatory constraints on the promotion are quite
unconducive for marketing unit trusts in Hong Kong.
Under such circumstances where advertising on
radio, television and cinema is not permitted,
newspaper advertising has become the most popular means
to reach the general public, and occasionally supported
by printed advertisements in magazines. The main
purpose of using magazines is to build up prestige
image rather than to achieve mass advertising effect.
There is a consensus of opinion in the industry that
the latter purpose can be more effectively, efficiently
and economically accomplished by newspapers tt
magazines. In the past, many trusts were advertis
only in English newspapers because a large portion
their customers were expatriates or foreigners. Even
they were Chinese, they had received western hi
education and thus had no difficulties in understandi
English. Yet, now, more and more trust managers a
placing their advertisements in Chinese newspapers
they see the tremendous potential of the local Chine
market. For example, Schroders and Chase a
comparatively more active in mass marketing of un
trusts. Jardine Fleming is also planning a Chine
advertising camoaign.
As regards the contents of their advertisements,
some are using educational approach while some are
trying to use other appeals. For instance, the
marketing staff of Jardine Fleming think that it is
about time to forgo educational approach and proceed to
use other higher level psychological appeals, whereas
Chase is of the opinion that education approach should
continue to be applied as the market is still at its
initial stage of development.
Apart from newspaper advertising, the other most
popular promotion means are promotion brochures and
direct mailing. Previously, almost all promotion
brochures were in English. Now, more and more trust
managers are producing the Chinese version of th
brochures. For example, Citicorp and Wardley have v
comprehensible and concise bilingual brochures on th(
unit trusts. Jardine Fleming is also working very h
on producing Chinese promotion brochures. Th
promotion brochures are either placed in their retc
outlets, if they have, or sent directly together wj
mailing letters to their customers. At present, most
their direct mailing exercises are targeted at th
existing customers only, thus having no effect
enlarging their customer base.
Although the existing newspapers, both English ar
Chinese, are flooded with advertisements on uni
trusts, the trust managers have not fully utilized al
possible, feasible and effective means of promotion
Here are some comments on their existing promotic
efforts and some recommended new tactics. Of course,
trust manager's promotion strategy should ideally b
supported by research findings.
Newspaper advertising should continue to be th€
major promotion vehicle for unit trusts because it has
the largest exposure to the mass market at the lowest
cost. In view of the trend that there is an increasing
(a) Newspapers
Recommendations
number of Chinese having interest in unit trusl
advertisements should be placed in both Chinese i
English newspapers. Since a large portion of Chine
potential customers are still not very familiar w:
the operations of unit trusts, advertisements
Chinese newspapers should use educational approac
supplemented by profit appeal, at this stage.
English newspapers, advertisements can attempt to app
other psychological approach as English newspape
readers, having been exposed to advertisements on uc
trusts for years, may have already got bored about t
unit trust advertisements with educational approach.
In addition, press release will be anoth
effective method to educate people on the concepts
unit trusts and to report factual past performance
certain trusts and to, thus building reliable imag
for these trusts.
(b) Magazines
Magazine should serve as a supplementary
advertising vehicle to newspaper for unit trusts. As in
the present situation, magazine advertisements will
only be used occasionally with a view to establishing
prestige image. Magazines can also be used to publish
some educational articles concerning unit trusts, of




Promotion brochures will no doubt continue to be
the most informative promotion materials. Due to the
growing potential of the local Chinese market, it will
definitely be necessary to have brochures in Chinese.
Bi liogual brochures with bright and easy-to-read
presentation are recommended. Languages in the
brochures should be simple, clear, concise, and lively,
if possible.
(d) Direct Mailini
The promotion brochures, together with well
written marketing letters, should be sent not only to
the existing customers but also to potential customers
the existing customer base will have chances
such that
to extend. The mailing list can be bought from business
information service companies or research companies. If
allow, direct mailing should be
human resources
account officers or marketing officers
followed up by
+hrnttmh telephone calls or personal contact.
fie' Telephone Enquiry Service
the life in Hong Kong is always busy.
Nowadays,
Moreover, under the traditional Chinese culture, not
to raise questions face-to-face,
all people dare
worrying that it will cause embarrassments. Thereto
there may be some potential customers who have not
invested in any unit trust just because they are
willing to spend time to visit the trust managers
clarify their investment doubts. If telephone enqu
service is provided, this problem can be resolved. S
a service can also help establish good relations
with customers, convey the company's image and prov
chances of selling the products.
Before Article 62 of the Code on Unit Trusts am
Mutual Funds was amended, the use of posters t
advertise trusts was not allowed. Hence, posters hav
never been a popular means for promoting trusts
Although this restriction has already been released
trust managers are not used to using poste;
advertising. in fact, poster boxes in the MTR or KC1
stations may be effective promotion vehicles due t
their eyes catching positions and the high patronag(
rates of both MTR and KCR. Of course, educatioi
approach should not be applied in these postei
advertisements as their main purposes are to arouse
interest and increase awareness when the passengers
pass by and have a glance at the posters.
(g) Exhibitions and Seminars
From time to time, trust managers can organ
exhibition or seminars and invite potential custom
such as young executives and professionals to attei
The main purposes of doing so are to achieve pub!
relation objectives, to educate these potent:
customers on the concepts of unit trusts and to prom
the companies' products in particular.
fh) Promotion CamDaiens Directed to IJniversitv Studen
University graduates have great potentials
become young executives, professionals and managers w
are identified as the major target market for un
trusts. In order to tap the market well in advanc
promotion campaigns directed to university studen
should be launched.
o« I ,-v PKonnol o orirl Qq 1 oc Tophni mipc
As stipulated in the Code on Unit Trusts an
Mutual Funds, door-to-door selling is not permitted
According to the present practices, trust manager
usually sell their trusts through the followinj
channels:
Their own office
Most of their sales are made in their own local
68
the number of which is limited. This sales
offices,
is not very conveni.ent for customers. Yet,
channel
customers still prefer to patronage this channel as
they can get more information and professional service
or advice from this channel than others.
Banks' Retail Branches
Banks, retail branches are actually not allowea to
really make sales on unit trusts. Yet, many trust
still regard the branches of the bank
managers would
which they have close relationship with as important
would place promotion brochures at
sales channels. They
these branches and the counter staff of these branches
unit trusts by word-of-mouth where
will cross sell
ranches form an intensive and
appropriate. These b
convenient distribution network. However, since unit
Tonal retail bank product, not
trust is not a traditional
have sufficient product knowledge to
many counter staff
cc1l unit trusts efficiently.
private Financial Consultancy ueIILCl
There is an in demand for private
Kong




institutions, either banks or investment houses,
established their own private financial consultancy
arms providing financial consultancy services to the
customers with an ultimate goal to sell their product
Unit trust is among the products being promoted by t.
staff of these PFC offices. The 'private financi;
services center' of the Standard Chartered Bank, ti
'golden circles' of Chase Manhattan Bank and the PFC
Jardine Fleming are good examples. The service quali
of these centers largely depends on individual office
product knowledge and communication skill, the standa;
of which varies from officer to officer.
Deal erf? and Rrokr
Dealers and brokers are other sales channels for
unit trusts. Yet, they will charge the financial
institutions commission for each and every sale.
Selling trusts in this way, the financial institutions
will have to sacrifice a certain portion of their
profit margins. Moreover, there is no guarantee that
dealers or brokers that a financial institution has
assigned will be devoted to selling the products of
that particular institution, as they will also be
selling products of other companies. Commission is the
prime incentive.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are made, mainly
based on the above review of the existing sales
channels and selling techniqu
(a) Cross selling of unit trusts at banks' re
b T 3 n P. hPS .Qhnill H Ho onHon-oH
Frank Small's Syndicated Research reveals th;
convenient locations of branches is a determinij
factor affecting people's choice of banks. This, to
certain extent, may also apply in the selection
financial institutions for getting information about
actually buying unit trusts. Under such stringei
regulations on selling and promoting trusts, having i
extensive network as promotion outlets or referrs
points will certainly help. Thus, banks' branche
should all possible be made use of and cross selling c
unit trusts should be actively carried out in thos
branches.
(b) Salespersons'counter staff's sales techniques an(
communication skill should be strengthened
Intensive training on product knowledge, sales
techniques and communication skill should be offered
not only to the account officers or marketing officers
who are assigned for selling trusts, but also to the
counter staff at banks' branches or private financial
consultancy centers. They must be familiar with the
features, advantages and disadvantages of each trust
such that they can give professional description on the
trusts, thus gaining customers' confide;
(c) Commission for dealers and brokers should
competitive
As mentioned above, commission is the mos
important motivation for dealers or brokers to se]
particular products. As such, commission provided fc
them must be attractive enough so that they wi]
aggressively sell the trusts. Otherwise, this importar
sales channel will be dominated by other competitors.
(d) Unit trusts can be sold together with othe
financial services as a package
Marketing a package of financial services rather
than a single unit trust will be easier, because the
regulations about promotion and sales for the former
are less stringent than those for the latter. The
marketing and advertising tools for financial service
packages may be much richer.
Recently, investment in Hong Kong has been grow:
fast. This can be attributed to rapid econot
development in Hong Kong, the restoration of confidei
after the Joint Declaration, and the improvement in 1
infrastructure of Hong Kong.
With this growth in investment, various financi
institutions emerge as intermediaries to facilitate t
collection and investment of funds. As the
' institutions mainly target at those substantially hea1
investing clients, there is potential from the sma:
investors whom we define to be people with HK$100,0
or less available for investment.
In fact, based on our estimation, the market size
of small investors is about 140,000 (about 2.43 percent
of the whole population) and their total fund size is
about HK$7 billion. This amount of market size and
fund size are substantial to make justified all the
marketing efforts and the complication of operating
procedures.
Pnrrpnt.lv the investment instruments available to
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
small investors include deposits, certificates
deposit (CDs), stocks, unit trusts, commodities a
futures. Based on our environmental analyse
customers' needs (safety and performance) analysis a;
return analysis, we come up with the conclusion thi
unit trust should be the star product for sma!
investors.
A unit trust or mutual fund is a collecti
investment institution pooling the savings of ma
people by commingling them into one large, diversifi
investment portfolio. It is a form of investment
which the investors delegate the management of the
portfolio to the trust.
Among the various criteria that investors consider
in choosing an investment instrument, reputation of the
companies and performance are the most important ones.
Reputation is made up of the companies' background,
financial strength and past records whereas good
performance can be attained by a good staffing system
and performance monitor system.
Product innovation can also give some sort of
'sparks' to the unit trust business. To be successful,
innovation should originate from customers needs and
avoid any direct competition from other investment
companies. Besides, research and development,
expertise and instincts of fund managers are also
important for anv npw funH Q 10 QllPPi
Unit trusts can be purchased from or sold to t
investment managers on any dealing day at the offer
and bid price respectively. The spread normally cove
the initial charge and redemption charge. Annu
charge is also imposed on either the fund pools
income earned by the trusts.
In order to attract more investors, the init:
charge should be removed and the spread should
minimized to cover only the inevitable margii
operating and administrative costs. The other cos
are covered by increasing the annual charge
Nevertheless, extra redemption fee should be imposed
prevent people from speculating on unit trusts.
Regulations concerning promotion of unit trusts
are fairly strict, but still there are manj
opportunities for delivering messages to investors.
Newspapers continue to be the major promotion vehicle.
Educational approach, supplemented by profit appeal,
should be used in Chinese newspapers, whereas other
psychological approach should be used in English
newspapers.
Besides newspapers, there are many other promotion
vehicles. Brochures in both Chinese and English are
very informative; magazines are effective in image
building; MTRKCR poster boxes are effective due to
their eye-catching positions and high patronage rat
exhibition and seminars can achieve public relation
promote particular products. Finally, direct mail
and telephone enquiry service can get awareness
build up good relationship with both existing and
customers.
Since door-to-door sale of unit trusts is
permitted, trust managers normally sell their servi
through their own offices, banks' retail branch
private financial consultancy centers, and thro
dealers and brokers.
In order to enlarge the distribution networ;
cross selling of unit trusts at banks' retail branch'
should be enhanced. Salespersons' or counter staff
sales techniques and communication skill should
strengthened. Finally, the commission for dealers a.
brokers should be competitive so that they would i
more willing to market the product.
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465 8.34% 480 8.44% 491 8.46% 498 8.43% 504 8.36% 506 8.26% 506 8.12
420 7.54% 430 7.56% 441 7.59% 455 7.69% 468 7.78% 484 7.89% 499 7.99
436 7.81% 433 7.62% 434 7.49% 434 7.35% 437 7.26% 441 7.20% 451 7.22
464 8.32% 448 7.88% 440 7.58% 437 7.40% 439 7.29% 441 7.20% 438 7.03
591 10.60% 571 10.05% 547 9.42% 519 8.77% 491 8.16% 469 7.65% 453 7.27
613 11.00% 631 11.10% 642 11.06%. 643 10.88% 637 10.59% 624 10.18% 604 9.70
505 9.06% 530 9.31% 558 9.61% 588 9.94% 617 10.25% 642 10.48% 660 10.59
407 7.30% 442 7.77% 470 8.09% 491 8.30% 509 8.46% 529 8.64% 553 8.88
252 4.52% 271 4.76% 302 5.20% 342 5.79% 386 6.42% 428 6.98% 463 7.42
271 4.86% 268 4.72% 263 4.54% 258 4.36% 257 4.26% 264 4.30% 282 4.53
271 4.85% 271 4.77% 272 4.69% 273 4.62% 274 4.55% 274 4.47% 271 4.35
254 4.55% 259 4.55% 263 4.53% 265 4.48% 266 4.41% 266 4.33% 266 4.27
205 3.68% 212 3.72% 219 3.78% 228 3.86% 236 3.92% 243 3.97% 249 3.99
168 3.01% 173 3.04% 177 3.06% 181 3.07% 186 3.08% 191 3.11% 197 3.15
121 2.18% 127 2.24% 133 2.29% 138 2.34% 144 2.38% 148 2.42% 153 2.45



















Source: Hong Kong Population- A 20-Year Projection. Hona Kona Government
APPENDIX-II-2
ALL ADULTS AGED 18 C
ABOVE (IN 1OOOs)











































Date: As of 1985
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Date: As of 1985















































































































































1985 DATA FOR PEOPLE AGED 18+ NOT AVAILABLE
Date: As of 1985
Source: SRH Media Index 1985. Genpral kennrt
OCCUPATION AND MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME
MGRS






































































































































































































Source: GHS Core System Dec 86
Census Statistics Department
Sales Services Apri/Fish Produc
APFENDK-III-l
































































































Souroe: OB Gere Syston Dec 86
Cfensus Statistics Department
APPENDIX-II1-1
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA BY AGE AND MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME
INCOMJ
AGE






























































































































































Total 128237 956723 723164 398052 308436 149969 2664581
Source: GHS Core System Dec 86
Census Statistics Department
APPEND I X-111-2
Marketshare- By Number of Customers and Number of Accoi
Total Bank Use
Aged 15+ 1n HK
Total No. of A




By No. of Customers:
No. of customers age
15+ (OOO'sl
By No. of Accounts:
No of Accounts IOQO's
chart
Average ServicesNo.






































Date: October 1984- August 198
Source: SRH Media Index 1985
Don't knowRefused: 67- Financial Section-
Gross customers represent the total sum of customers of all banks in Hong Kong.
AKBOX-IV-1
EXCHANGE RATE ADJUSTED ANNUAL OOV1H RAIES OF EUNC6












Dollar Fixed Int. Fund

















Japan Small Company Trust
Cid Court Dollar Gomcdity





























































































































































































































































Sajrce: Tfe Ying-tin Vbng On.-«ii The Iterfornanoe of Unit TYusts in Hang Kang'; MB4 RreinpRg ftgearch OJFK, 1S86
APPENDIX-IV-2
SHARPE INDICES FOR VARIOUS FUNDS AND THE MARKET INDEX













Dollar Fixed Int. Fund

















Japan Small Company Trust
Old Court Dollar Commodity






























































































Source: Tse Ying-tin Wong Chi-wai
The Performance of Unit Trusts in Hong Kong
MBA Business Research, CUHK, 1986
APPENDIX-V-1
MAJOR LOCAL FUND MANAGEMENT COMPANIES
Fund Management Company ESTABLISHED YEAR
Jardine Fleming Co.
GT Management (Asia) Ltd.





NW Rothschild Asset Mgt. Lt
Hambro Pacific Ltd.











Source: Asian Banker's Yearbook, 1981-1982
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